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Wednesday, October 3, 2018
Your Client

123 Any Street
DFW Area, Texas 760

Dear Your Client,

We have enclosed the report for the property inspection we conducted for you on Wednesday, October 3, 
2018 at:

123 Any Street
DFW Area, Texas 760

Our report is designed to be clear, easy to understand, and helpful. Please take the time to review it 
carefully. If there is anything you would like us to explain, or if there is other information you would like, 
please feel free to call us. We would be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Throughout the report, you'll find special symbols at the front of certain comments. Below are the symbols and their 
meanings:

 =  Dangerous condition that should be corrected as soon as possible.

 =  Potentially serious issue that should be addressed.

 =  Upgrade recommended, but not required

We thank you for the opportunity to be of service to you.

Sincerely,

Inspector, Chuck Gossett
Gossett Home Inspection Services 
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Promulgated by the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) P.O. Box 12188, Austin, TX 78711-2188              (512) 936-3000
(http://www.trec.texas.gov).
REI 7-5 (5/4/2015)

PROPERTY INSPECTION REPORT

Prepared For:   Your Client

Concerning:     123 Any Street DFW Area, Texas 760

By:                    Chuck Gossett 21299                                                        Wednesday, October 3, 2018

PURPOSE, LIMITATIONS AND INSPECTOR / CLIENT RESPONSIBILITIES
This property inspection report may include an inspection agreement (contract), addenda, and other information related to 
property conditions. If any item or comment is unclear, you should ask the inspector to clarify the findings. It is important that 
you carefully read ALL of this information.

This inspection is subject to the rules ("Rules") of the Texas Real Estate Commission ("TREC"), which can be found at 
www.trec.texas.gov.

The TREC Standards of Practice (Sections 535.227-535.233 of the Rules) are the minimum standards for inspections by 
TREC- licensed inspectors. An inspection addresses only those components and conditions that are present, visible, and 
accessible at the time of the inspection. While there may be other parts, components or systems present, only those items 
specifically noted as being inspected were inspected. The inspector is NOT required to turn on decommissioned equipment, 
systems, utility services or apply an open flame or light a pilot to operate any appliance. The inspector is NOT required to climb 
over obstacles, move furnishings or stored items. The inspection report may address issues that are code-based or may refer to a 
particular code; however, this is NOT a code compliance inspection and does NOT verify compliance with manufacturer's 
installation instructions. The inspection does NOT imply insurability or warrantability of the structure or its components. 
Although some safety issues may be addressed in this report, this inspection is NOT a safety/code inspection, and the inspector 
is NOT required to identify all potential hazards.

In this report, the inspector shall indicate, by checking the appropriate boxes on the form, whether each item was inspected, not 
inspected, not present or deficient and explain the findings in the corresponding section in the body of the report form. The 
inspector must check the Deficient (D) box if a condition exists that adversely and materially affects the performance of a 
system or component or constitutes a hazard to life, limb or property as specified by the TREC Standards of Practice. General 
deficiencies include inoperability, material distress, water penetration, damage, deterioration, missing components, and 
unsuitable installation. Comments may be provided by the inspector whether or not an item is deemed deficient. The inspector is 
not required to prioritize or emphasize the importance of one deficiency over another.

Some items reported may be considered life-safety upgrades to the property. For more information, refer to Texas Real Estate 
Consumer Notice Concerning Recognized Hazards or Deficiencies below.

THIS PROPERTY INSPECTION IS NOT A TECHNICALLY EXHAUSTIVE INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE, 
SYSTEMS OR COMPONENTS. The inspection may not reveal all deficiencies. A real estate inspection helps to reduce some of 
the risk involved in purchasing a home, but it cannot eliminate these risks, nor can the inspection anticipate future events or 
changes in performance due to changes in use or occupancy. It is recommended that you obtain as much information as is 
available about this property, including any seller's disclosures, previous inspection reports, engineering reports, 
building/remodeling permits, and reports performed for or by relocation companies, municipal inspection departments, lenders, 
insurers, and appraisers. You should also attempt to determine whether repairs, renovation, remodeling, additions, or other such 
activities have taken place at this property. It is not the inspector's responsibility to confirm that information obtained from these 
sources is complete or accurate or that this inspection is consistent with the opinions expressed in previous or future reports.

ITEMS IDENTIFIED IN THE REPORT DO NOT OBLIGATE ANY PARTY TO MAKE REPAIRS OR TAKE OTHER 
ACTIONS, NOR IS THE PURCHASER REQUIRED TO REQUEST THAT THE SELLER TAKE ANY ACTION. When a 
deficiency is reported, it is the client's responsibility to obtain further evaluations and/or cost estimates from qualified service 
professionals. Any such follow-up should take place prior to the expiration of any time limitations such as option periods.

Evaluations by qualified tradesmen may lead to the discovery of additional deficiencies which may involve additional repair 
costs. Failure to address deficiencies or comments noted in this report may lead to further damage of the structure or systems and 

http://www.trec.texas.gov
http://www.trec.texas.gov
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add to the original repair costs. The inspector is not required to provide follow-up services to verify that proper repairs have 
been made.
Property conditions change with time and use. For example, mechanical devices can fail at any time, plumbing gaskets and seals 
may crack if the appliance or plumbing fixture is not used often, roof leaks can occur at any time regardless of the apparent 
condition of the roof, and the performance of the structure and the systems may change due to changes in use or occupancy, 
effects of weather, etc. These changes or repairs made to the structure after the inspection may render information contained 
herein obsolete or invalid. This report is provided for the specific benefit of the client named above and is based on observations 
at the time of the inspection. If you did not hire the inspector yourself, reliance on this report may provide incomplete or 
outdated information. Repairs, professional opinions or additional inspection reports may affect the meaning of the information 
in this report. It is recommended that you hire a licensed inspector to perform an inspection to meet your specific needs and to 
provide you with current information concerning this property.

TEXAS REAL ESTATE CONSUMER NOTICE CONCERNING HAZARDS OR DEFICIENCIES

Each year, Texans sustain property damage and are injured by accidents in the home. While some accidents may not be 
avoidable, many other accidents, injuries, and deaths may be avoided through the identification and repair of certain hazardous 
conditions. Examples of such hazards include:
• malfunctioning, improperly installed, or missing ground fault circuit protection (GFCI) devices for electrical receptacles in 
garages, bathrooms, kitchens, and exterior areas;
• malfunctioning arc fault protection (AFCI) devices;
• ordinary glass in locations where modern construction techniques call for safety glass;
• malfunctioning or lack of fire safety features such as smoke alarms, fire-rated doors in certain locations, and functional 
emergency escape and rescue openings in bedrooms;
• malfunctioning carbon monoxide alarms;
• excessive spacing between balusters on stairways and porches;
• improperly installed appliances;
• improperly installed or defective safety devices;
• lack of electrical bonding and grounding; and
• lack of bonding on gas piping, including corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST)

To ensure that consumers are informed of hazards such as these, the Texas Real Estate Commission (TREC) has adopted 
Standards of Practice requiring licensed inspectors to report these conditions as "Deficient" when performing an inspection for a 
buyer or seller, if they can be reasonably determined.

These conditions may not have violated building codes or common practices at the time of the construction of the home, or they 
may have been "grandfathered" because they were present prior to the adoption of codes prohibiting such conditions. While the 
TREC Standards of Practice do not require inspectors to perform a code compliance inspection, TREC considers the potential 
for injury or property loss from the hazards addressed in the Standards of Practice to be significant enough to warrant this notice.

Contract forms developed by TREC for use by its real estate licensees also inform the buyer of the right to have the home 
inspected and can provide an option clause permitting the buyer to terminate the contract within a specified time. Neither the 
Standards of Practice nor the TREC contract forms require a seller to remedy conditions revealed by an inspection. The decision 
to correct a hazard or any deficiency identified in an inspection report is left to the parties to the contract for the sale or purchase 
of the home.
INFORMATION INCLUDED UNDER "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR", OR 
PROVIDED AS AN ATTACHMENT WITH THE STANDARD FORM, IS NOT REQUIRED BY THE COMMISSION 
AND MAY CONTAIN CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN THE INSPECTOR AND YOU, AS THE CLIENT. THE 
COMMISSION DOES NOT REGULATE CONTRACTUAL TERMS BETWEEN PARTIES. IF YOU DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT OF ANY CONTRACTUAL TERM CONTAINED IN THIS SECTION OR ANY 
ATTACHMENTS, CONSULT AN ATTORNEY.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INSPECTOR
For purposes of identification and reporting, the front of this building faces northwest.

We will describe the locations of this property, left or right, as though viewing it from the front door.
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The house was estimated to be approximately 5 years old.

Over the course of this inspection the temperature was estimated to be between 70 and 80 degrees.

The weather was cloudy at the time of our inspection.

We make no representations as to the extent or presence of code violations, nor do we warrant the legal use of this 
building. This information would have to be obtained from the local building and/or zoning department.

Review of the detached structure(s) is not a part of this inspection and report. With access and an opportunity for 
inspection, reportable conditions may be discovered.

The soil in this area is considered 'expansive' because it expands and contracts with variations in moisture content. 
This may, in turn, cause movement in the support structure. We saw no conditions requiring immediate attention.

However, this movement may cause cosmetic cracking, sticking doors, etc. Maintaining good drainage is the most 
cost effective way to minimize this movement. If desired, information regarding expansive soil could be obtained 
from a soils engineer.

The inspection does not include reporting on the presence of mold, lead paint or asbestos and/or their possible health 
issues. We recommend further evaluation by a expert in those fields.

The scope of this inspection is limited to reasonably accessible areas. We make no attempt to move furnishings, 
stored personal property, and/or vegetation. Although no problems are anticipated, removal of these items may 
reveal reportable items.

Your inspector may choose to include photos in your inspection report. There are times when only a picture can fully 
explain the condition or if the client is unable to attend the inspection. Photo inclusion is at the discretion of the 
inspector and in no way is meant to emphasize or highlight the only conditions that were seen. We always 
recommend full review of the entire inspection report.
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I.  STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

	A.  Foundations
Type of Foundation(s): Slab-on-grade
Comments:
Basic Information
Slab material: Poured concrete

Foundation

There is cracking or chipping at the corners of the foundation. This is not a sign of failure 
and is only a cosmetic issue. Normally we would say that any repairs would be optional but in 
this case-given the depth of the crack- we recommend having it repaired so that the brick 
above it won't be effected over time.

Moisture
Although access to the slab was limited due to the installation of finished flooring, we found 
no visible evidence of seepage or other moisture related conditions.

The slab should be monitored during the rainy season for evidence of moisture. If moisture 
appears, drainage upgrading should be considered.

Pest Control
Our observations regarding evidence of pests is not a substitute for inspection by a licensed 
pest control operator or exterminator. We report current visible conditions only and cannot 
render an opinion regarding their cause or remediation.
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Vegetation was observed touching the home. This is conducive to carpenter ants. We 
recommend trimming all vegetation between 4-6 inches away from home.

Form boards-boards used to frame the area concrete is to be poured-were left in place 
when the concrete was poured. This is conducive to termites and we recommend having them 
removed.

General Comment
All the visible structural elements appear to be in generally good condition and are performing 
as would be expected for a building of this age and type of construction.

	B.  Grading and Drainage
Comments:
Grading
The grading of the lot appears to properly and adequately drain excess surface water and roof 
runoff away from the structure.

Drainage
There is no drainage system for this property. The grading and soil conditions appear to be 
such that excessive surface water, subsurface moisture, and/or runoff has not been a problem.

	C.  Roof Covering Materials
Types of Roof Covering: Composition shingles
Viewed From: Walked on roof
Comments:
Basic Information
Location: Covers whole building
Roof slope: Steep pitch
Layers: Single layer
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Roof drainage system: Gutters and downspouts

Surface
The roofing surface appears to have been properly installed and is in serviceable condition, 
with exceptions noted below. Attention to the items listed, together with routine maintenance, 
will keep it functional and maximize its useful life.

Portions of the surface granulation are deteriorated. These are normal signs of aging and 
no action is needed at this time.

Some shingles are damaged. We recommend having these areas repaired by a reputable 
licensed roofing company.

Flashings: Overall
The flashings are generally serviceable. Attention to the items noted, together with routine 
maintenance, will keep the flashings functional and maximize their expected useful life.

If caulking is needed for maintenance of any flashing or roofing components, we suggest a 
high quality urethane sealant such as 'Sikaflex'. Latex, butyl, oil based, silicone or 
'architectural grade' sealants should be avoided.

The metal fasteners used to secure some plumbing vents, flashing or appliance vents are 
exposed, creating the opportunity for leakage. We recommend all exposed fasteners be sealed 
with a high quality caulking. Urethane sealants, not silicone, are recommended.

Chimney at Roof
The chimney appears to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.
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Appliance Vents
The appliance vents appear to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.

Downspouts
The downspouts appear to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.

In accordance with standard practices, the downspout discharge is routed away from the 
building to minimize water accumulation at the foundation.

General Comment
The roof covering shows wear but appears to have been properly installed and is in a 
condition deemed acceptable for its age. We observed no signs of unusual or excessive wear 
of the roofing that would suggest immediate attention is required.

	D.  Roof Structures and Attics
Viewed From: hall
Approximate Average Depth of Insulation: 12+ inches
Comments:

Attic Insulation
The attic has blown-in fiberglass insulation.

The level of insulation would appear to provide an R-35/38 insulating value. This provides 
excellent resistance to heat transfer by present standards.

Roof/Wall Joints
The roof/wall joints are reinforced to provide added resistance to seismic forces.

Rafters
Rafters are boards that support the roof sheathing, which in turn, supports the roof covering.

The rafters are 2 x 6 placed 24 inches on center.

The roof structure appears to be constructed in a manner typical of houses of this type and 
age. The rafters are generally in good condition, where seen, and have performed adequately 
since their installation.

Sheathing
The roof sheathing is the material directly supporting the roof covering.

The roof sheathing is waferboard covered with a radiant barrier nailed solidly across the 
rafters.

The roof sheathing appears to be properly installed and in good condition.

Collar Ties
Collar ties are structural members connecting opposing rafters in a pair and are significant 
elements in the roof structure.

The original collar ties appear to be properly installed and are in good condition.
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Purlins
Purlins are the boards, perpendicular to the rafters, which provide mid-span support.

The original purlins are in place and appear to have performed adequately.

Ceiling Joists
Ceiling joists are the structural members which support the finished ceiling and often serve as 
an important component of the roof structure.

The ceiling joists appear to be generally properly installed and in good condition.

Ventilation
Our feeling regarding attic ventilation is that 'you can never have too much'. Attic ventilation 
can be provided by eave, gable, and ridge vents as well as by automatic and wind driven fans. 
We encourage use of any or all of the above.

The attic is adequately vented. Good ventilation helps reduce attic moisture levels and 
prevents condensation on the underside of the roof. In addition, it reduces heat build-up in the 
attic, making the house more comfortable.

Wiring
Much of the wiring in the attic is covered by insulation and could not be inspected. The visible 
wiring appears to be properly installed and the need for further investigation is not apparent.

Receptacles
The receptacles were found to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.

	E.  Walls (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Wall Insulation
We were unable to access the wall cavities and/or determine the presence or condition of 
insulation.

Interior Walls
The walls are generally serviceable, except for the item(s) noted.

The interior wall surfaces are blemished, and can be repaired in the course of routine 
maintenance.
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There are minor wall cracks on the interior of home. These can be patched, prepared and 
finished in the course of routine maintenance. It should be understood that this type of 
cosmetic cracking may recur due to minor movement in the structure.

There are nail pops and/or depressions in the interior wall surfaces which is common. We 
recommend these areas be prepared and refinished to restore their appearance.
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Wood Siding

Wood shutter is missing on the exterior of home, we recommend having it replaced.

Hardboard Siding
The hardboard siding appears to be properly installed and in good condition.

Masonry Walls

The mortar is deteriorated, cracked from shrinkage or missing in some areas which is 
common in houses. To help prevent further damage, we recommend the mortar be repaired or 
'pointed up'.
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Caulking

Sealing/caulking around home needs to be improved. We recommend that all wall joints, 
around windows, plumbing, electrical penetrations, etc. be sealed.

	F.  Ceiling and Floors
Comments:
Floors: Overall
The floors have a good appearance and are in serviceable condition.
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Floor Insulation
There is no insulation beneath the floors, which is a common finding in homes with slabs as 
foundations.

Floor

The wood flooring is in fair condition. The floor may need minor repairs prior to sanding 
and refinishing.

Some of the floor tiles are cracked or damaged. The tiles are not loose or otherwise 
defective and repair would be considered optional.
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There is a minor slope in the flooring. We noted no resulting weakness, failure or 
nonperformance as a result of the slope. How we check the foundation is with a zip level. We 
sit the main device near the center of the home and move the smaller, secondary device 
around the perimeter home every 4-7 feet. The reading on the secondary device shows the 
difference between where the primary device is sitting and the secondary device. No 
immediate corrective actions are required.
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Ceiling
The ceiling is generally serviceable, except for the item(s) noted.

There are minor ceiling cracks. These can be patched, prepared and finished in the course 
of routine maintenance. It should be understood that this type of cosmetic cracking may recur 
due to minor movement in the structure.

	G.  Doors (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Doors
The exterior doors appear to be properly installed and generally in serviceable condition, with 
exceptions noted below.

Most exterior door locks can be rekeyed after transfer of ownership to ensure personal 
safety and security. We recommend having the locks rekeyed or replaced after taking 
ownership of home.
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Doors

The one or more exterior doors do not seal good when door is closed. We recommend 
adjusting hardware for a tighter fit or replacing the weatherstripping.

Doors: Overall
The interior doors appear to be properly installed and in good condition, with exceptions 
noted below.

One or more interior doors do not latch properly. We recommend that hinges, latches, 
and strike plates be adjusted to restore full operation.
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One or more of the doors are missing their door stops. This condition will lead to damage 
of the wall surfaces. We recommend door stops be installed where needed.

One or more of the interior doors are damaged. We recommend having them repaired or 
replaced.

	H.  Windows
Comments:
Windows: Overall
The windows tested appear to be properly installed and in serviceable condition. We operate a 
representative sample of the windows, but do not necessarily open, close, and latch every 
window.

	I.  Stairways (Interior and Exterior)
Comments:
Railings
The railings appear to properly installed and are in serviceable condition.

Stairs
The stairs were used several times during the inspection. The various components appear to be 
properly installed and no deficiencies were noted during use. The handrails were securely 
attached.
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	J.  Fireplaces and Chimneys
Comments:
Fireplace
The fireplace appears to be properly installed and in serviceable condition with no signs of 
excessive or unusual wear.

Fireplace (More Items)
The gas log lighter is controlled by a switch on the wall and was operating properly.

	K.  Porches, Balconies, Decks, and Carports
Comments:
Balcony/Porch
The concrete surface of the patio is in good condition.

	L.  Other
Comments:
Fence
Fence is in good condition.

Gate 
Gate is in good condition.

II.  ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

	A.  Service Entrance and Panels
Comments:
Basic Information
Service entry into building: Underground service lateral
Voltage supplied by utility: 120/240 volts
Capacity (available amperage): 200 amperes
System grounding source: Unable to locate
Branch circuit protection: Circuit breakers
Wiring material: Copper wiring where seen

Electric Meter
The electric meter is outside on the left side of the building.

Main Service
The main electrical service panel is in the garage.

Main Disconnect
The main disconnect is incorporated into the electrical service panel.
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Service Drop
The service entrance appears to be properly installed and in good condition.

Meter
Meter and its conduit are in good condition.

Main Disconnect
The ampacity of the main disconnect is 200 amps.

Cb Main Panel
The main service panel is in good condition with circuitry installed and fused correctly.

Service Capacity
The service entrance conductors are the wires between the utilities service drop and the main 
service disconnect or main service panel.

The service entrance conductors appear to be #2/0 Copper providing an ampacity of 200.

Our statement regarding service capacity is based upon the size of the service entrance 
conductors.

Service Grounding
The system and equipment grounding appears to be correct.

Conductor Material
The accessible branch circuit wiring in this building is copper.

Receptacles: Overall
For reference, as receptacles are discussed in this report, present standards for typical room 
plugs require grounded, 3 prong receptacles within six feet of any point on all walls. 
Upgrading is required in older buildings only during remodeling.

Switches: Overall
We checked a representative number of switches and found they were operating and in 
serviceable condition.

Lights: Overall
The light fixtures in this building are generally in serviceable condition.
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GFI Protection
GFCI (ground fault circuit interrupter) protection is a modern safety feature designed to 
prevent shock hazards. GFCI breakers and receptacles function to de-energize a circuit or a 
portion of a circuit when a hazardous condition exists.

GFCI protection is inexpensive and can provide a substantial increased margin of safety.

GFCI protection is installed for all of the receptacles where this type of protection is presently 
required. We recommend testing these devices on a monthly basis.

AFCI Protection
Arc fault protection devices are an essential feature that could prevent fires in sleeping 
quarters and/or other rooms. We do not review or test these specialized devices or circuitry 
and suggest further review by a licensed electrical contractor.

General Comment
The electrical system is in good condition and the components are properly installed. No 
unsafe conditions were observed in the readily accessible portions of the installation.

	B.  Branch Circuits, Connected Devices, and Fixtures
Comments:
Outdoor Wiring

The conduit installed for lawn sprinkler system is deteriorated leaving control wires 
exposed where they can be damaged by lawn care equipment like a weed eater. We 
recommend that this conduit be replaced.

Outdoor Receptacles
The receptacles were found to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.

The GFCI protection for the exterior receptacles is provided by a GFCI receptacle located in 
the garage. We advise testing on a monthly basis.
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III.  HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING 
SYSTEMS

	A.  Heating Equipment
Type of Systems: Forced Hot Air
Energy Sources: Energy source: Natural gas
Comments:
Basic Information
Furnace location: Attic
Furnace btu input rating: 110,000 btu's
Age: 5 years old
Filter size: 20 x 25 x 1 inch
Manufacturer: Lennox

System Notes
Forced air furnaces operate by heating a stream of air moved by a blower through a system of 
ducts. Important elements of the system include the heat exchanger, exhaust venting, blower, 
controls, ducting, and combustion air supply.

Gas Supply
The gas piping includes a 90 degree shutoff valve for emergency use. The valve was not tested 
at the time of inspection. This age and style of valve is normally found to be operable by hand 
and generally trouble free.

The gas connector is an approved flexible type in good condition.

Regulator & Control
The gas pressure regulator and control valve appear to be properly installed and in serviceable 
condition.

Burners
The burners were inspected and found to be clean and in good working order.

Heat Exchanger
The heat exchanger was inaccessible and could not be visually examined.

Ignition System
The heating unit is equipped with an electronic ignition system, which is an energy saving 
feature that allows operation without the need for a continuously burning pilot light.

Fan/Limit Switch
The devices controlling the internal temperatures of the system and the opening and closing of 
the fuel valve appears to be working properly and is in serviceable condition.

Air Filters
The air filter for the heating unit is a conventional, disposable filter.
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Clearance
There is adequate clearance to combustible materials in the area around the heating unit as 
long as the space is not used for storage. We encourage good housekeeping practices in this 
area.

Vent
The heating system vent is properly installed and appears in serviceable condition where seen.

Combustion Air
Combustion air provides the oxygen for fuel burning appliances. Adequate ventilation around 
all fuel burning appliances is vital for their safe operation. The air can come from inside or 
outside, providing industry standards are met.

There is adequate combustion air for this heating unit.

Thermostat
The thermostat appears to be properly installed and both the heating and cooling functions 
responded to the user controls.

HVAC Wiring
All accessible wiring appears in good condition.

The HVAC equipment appears to be properly bonded to ground.

HVAC Disconnect
The equipment local disconnect acts as a shut off switch for use in an emergency or while 
servicing.

The local disconnect appears properly installed and in good condition.

General Comment
The heating is newer, responded to normal operating controls and with routine maintenance 
should be reliable for a number of years.

	B.  Cooling Equipment
Type of Systems: Central Split System
Comments:
Basic Information
Method of cooling: Gas compression
Type of system: Gas heat with air conditioning
Number of units: 1
Location of equipment: Split or remote system
Related equipment: Ceiling fans
Estimated to be approximately 5 years old
Manufacturer: Lennox
Condenser location: Left side of structure
Electrical disconnect location: Adjacent to condensing unit
The size of the condensing unit is a 5 ton.
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HVAC Wiring
All accessible wiring appears in good condition.

The HVAC equipment appears to be properly bonded to ground.

HVAC Disconnect
The equipment local disconnect acts as a shut off switch for use in an emergency or while 
servicing.

The local disconnect appears properly installed and in good condition.

Condensing Unit
The condenser contains all the equipment necessary to reclaim the refrigerant gas and convert 
it back to a liquid. It consists of a compressor, condenser, hot gas discharge line, condenser 
fan, electrical panel box, and some accessory components.

The condensing unit appears to be properly installed and in serviceable condition with the 
exception of items noted below.

The pad supporting the outdoor condensing has settled, leaving the unit out of level. The 
connections can be stressed and accelerated wear of the bearings and other components may 
occur. We recommend the unit be leveled.

Evaporator Coil
An evaporator is a device used to transfer or absorb heat from the air surrounding the 
evaporator to the refrigerant. In doing so, the liquid refrigerant is evaporated or boiled off as it 
passes through the evaporator.

The evaporator coil is concealed within the furnace and was not directly observed. We found 
no signs of leakage and damage is not likely because the condensing unit operated normally.

Refrigerant Lines
The accessible refrigerant lines appear to be in good condition.

Thermostat
The thermostat appears to be properly installed and both the heating and cooling functions 
responded to the user controls.
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Temperature split is the temperature difference between the return vent and the first vent 
coming off the supply ducts. The split should be between 16-22 degrees. 
The temperatures are as follows 
Return vent: 74.8 degrees 
First vent: 58.8 degrees
Temperature split is 16 degrees which falls within the required range.

General Comment
The air conditioning appears properly installed and responded to normal operating controls.

	C.  Duct Systems, Chases, and Vents
Comments:
Ducts
The ducts appear to be properly installed and are in serviceable condition.

A/C Ducts
Both the heating system and the central air conditioning system share the same duct work. 
Please see the heating system for any comments regarding the duct work.

Duct Insulation
The ducts are insulated with fiberglass. The insulation appears to be properly installed and in 
good condition.

IV.  PLUMBING SYSTEM

	A.  Plumbing Supply, Distribution Systems and Fixtures
Location of Water Meter: front of building
Location of Main Water Supply Valve: front of building
Static Water Pressure Reading: 70 - 80 psi
Comments:
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Water Shutoff Comments

The main shut-off valve is partially buried. We recommend the valve be fully exposed 
for ease of operation. This would be especially important in an emergency.

Main Supply
There was no evidence of surface corrosion or leakage at the exposed and accessible main 
supply.

Interior Supply
The exposed and accessible supply piping generally appears to be properly installed and in 
good condition.

Water Pressure
The system water pressure, as measured at the exterior hose bibs, is within the range of 
normal.

Regulator
There is no pressure regulator in the system. Although, the pressure is currently within the 
normal range this could be a concern in the event of a spike in the water company pressure.

Basic Information
Domestic water source: Public supply
Landscape water source: Public supply
Main water line: Plastic
Supply piping: Plastic where seen
Waste disposal: Municipal
Waste piping: Plastic where seen
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Water pressure: High-range of normal water pressure

General Comment
The plumbing system appears to be in good condition, with the exceptions noted above.

	B.  Drains, Wastes, and Vents
Comments:
Drain Lines
The visible drain piping appears to be properly installed and in serviceable condition.

Sewer Cleanout
The sewer cleanout is located at the front of the structure.

Vent Lines
The vent piping for the waste system appears to be properly installed and in good condition.

	C.  Water Heating Equipment
Energy Sources: Natural gas
Capacity: 100 gallons
Comments:
Basic Information
Location: In the garage
Age: Estimated to be 5 years old
Unit type: Free standing tank
Unit type: Two units operating in parallel
Water heater temperature settings should be maintained in the mid-range to avoid injury from 
scalding

Insulation: Yes, installed behind outer jacket
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T/P Release Valve
The water heater is equipped with a temperature and pressure relief valve. This device is an 
important safety device and should not be altered or tampered with. We observed no adverse 
conditions.

Gas Supply
The gas piping for the appliance includes a local 90 degree shut-off valve for use in an 
emergency or in case of repair. The valve was not tested at the time of inspection, but is of a 
type usually found to be serviceable.

The gas connector is an approved flexible type in good condition.

Venting
The water heater vent is properly installed and appears in serviceable condition.

Water Connectors
The cold water inlet and hot water outlet connections appear properly installed and in 
serviceable condition.

The water heater is equipped with a cold water inlet shut-off valve. It is functioning as 
designed and intended.

We recommend draining a few gallons from the unit periodically to flush sludge from the 
bottom of the tank. However, water heater drain valves often become encrusted with deposits 
and do not completely close as the unit gets older.

Therefore, unless the water heater is flushed regularly from the time it is new, we do not 
recommend operation of the drain valve except in an emergency or when the unit is replaced.

Valves may leak when operated after a period of inactivity. For this reason, they are not tested 
during the home inspection.

Burners
The burner is generally clean and appears to be in serviceable condition.

Ignition System
The standing pilot light is controlled by a thermocouple which ensures that the pilot gas valve 
will close if the pilot light is extinguished. This system appears to be in serviceable condition.

Combustion Air
Combustion air provides the oxygen for fuel burning appliances. Adequate ventilation around 
all fuel burning appliances is vital for their safe operation. The air can come from inside or 
outside, providing industry standards are met.

The combustion air supply is adequate.

Elevation/Location
The water heater has been elevated above the garage floor in accordance with present 
standards. This is a beneficial configuration which helps prevent the ignition of fumes from 
spilled flammable liquids.
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General Comment
This is a newer water heater, was operating and with routine maintenance should be reliable 
for a number of years.

	D.  Hydro-Massage Therapy Equipment
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	E.  Other
Comments:
Air Gap

The dishwasher drain has no air-gap. The dishwasher will function without it, but the 
installation does not meet present standards. We suggest installation of an air-gap at the time 
the dishwasher is replaced or other plumbing work is undertaken.

Toilet
The toilet was flushed and appeared to be functioning properly.

The seat is loose in one or more bathrooms. We recommend they be resecured.

Sink
The sink appears to be properly installed. When operated, it was observed to be fully 
functional and in serviceable condition.
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There is no overflow drain in one or more bathroom sinks which is a common style of sink. 
Without an overflow drain, sink overflow is possible if left unattended.

Bathtub

The drain stop is missing or damaged for the bathtub. We recommend it be replaced.

Gas Supply

Gas meter is not properly bonded. We recommend having it bonded for added safety.

Gas meter is located on right side of home.
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Shower
The shower was operated for the inspection and appeared to be in serviceable condition.

V.  APPLIANCES

	A.  Diswashers
Comments:
Dishwasher
The dishwasher responded to normal user controls and was found in good condition.

	B.  Food Waste Disposers
Comments:
Disposal
The disposal was turned on with normal user controls and observed to be in satisfactory 
working condition.

	C.  Range Hood Exhaust Systems
Comments:
Ventilation
Kitchen ventilation is provided by a microwave over the burners.

	D.  Ranges, Cooktops, and Ovens
Comments:
Oven
The oven was turned on with the normal operating controls and found to be in satisfactory 
working condition.
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Stove
The stove was turned on with the normal operating controls and found to be in satisfactory 
working condition.

	E.  Microwave Ovens
Comments:
Microwave
Microwave worked at time of inspection.

	F.  Mechanical Exhaust Vents and Bathroom Heaters
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	G.  Garage Door Operators
Comments:
Garage Door Opener
The garage door opener(s) operated properly to raise and lower the doors, including the 
auto-reverse mechanisms, which stopped and reversed the direction of the doors when they 
struck objects in their path.

	H.  Dryer Exhaust Systems
Comments:
Dryer Vent
The dryer vent appears properly installed and in serviceable condition.

Washer/Dryer
The hookups for the washer and dryer were not inspected.

	I.  Other
Comments:
Appliances: Overall
All appliances were tested using normal operating controls and were found to be in 
satisfactory working condition.
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VI.  OPTIONAL SYSTEMS

	A. Landscape Irrigation (Sprinkler) Systems
Comments:
Exterior Plumbing

Exterior hose bib is leaking at the bonnet packing nut. We recommend having it tightened 
to stop leak. If leak still persist packing can be purchased at any local hardware store for about 
$5.

	B.  Swimming Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs, And Equipment
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	C.  Outbuildings
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	D.  Private Water Wells
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present

	E.  Private Sewage Disposal (Septic) Systems
Comments:
Not Inspected & Not Present
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Inspection Summary

This is a summary review of the inspector's findings during this inspection.  However, it does not contain every 
detailed observation.  This is provided as an additional service to our client, and is presented in the form of a listing 
of the items which, in the opinion of your inspector, merit further attention, investigation, or improvement.  Some of 
these conditions are of such a nature as to require repair or modification by a skilled craftsman, technician, or 
specialist.  Others can be easily handled by a homeowner such as yourself.

Often, following the inspector's advice will result in improved performance and/or extended life of the component(s) 
in question.  In listing these items, your inspector is not offering any opinion as to who, among the parties to this 
transaction, should take responsibility for addressing any of these concerns.  As with most of the facets of your 
transaction, we recommend consultation with your Real Estate Professional for further advice with regards to the 
following items:

Doors
G.  Doors (Interior and Exterior) I.  STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

1: - Most exterior door locks can be rekeyed after transfer of ownership to ensure personal safety and security. 
We recommend having the locks rekeyed or replaced after taking ownership of home.

Foundation Foundation
A.  Foundations I.  STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

2: - There is cracking or chipping at the corners of the foundation. This is not a sign of failure and is only a 
cosmetic issue. Normally we would say that any repairs would be optional but in this case-given the depth of the 
crack- we recommend having it repaired so that the brick above it won't be effected over time.

Surfaces Surface
C.  Roof Covering Materials I.  STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

3: - Some shingles are damaged. We recommend having these areas repaired by a reputable licensed roofing 
company.
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